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Number one of a series • • . • •  

UNITED UFOLOGY-STILL A DREAM! 
By Keith Jenkins UUA Court Committee 

The United UFOlogical Association was born on December 22, 
1962,by a combining of the International UFO Information 
Exchange Alliance and the National Aeropenomena Research 
League.Now,notiue the name of that great new orginization: 
UNITED UFOlogical Association. 

United? Bologna!! The UUA is no more united than a coop full 
of hens! Allen Greenfield and Alan Katz tried to pelp UFOlogy, 
but they just laid a big fat goose-egg! And do you know whose 
fault it was? Yours!! Yes,you with the innocent look on your 
face. 

Everyone of you has done something to destroy the UUA. I 
haven't noticed too many sightings in the Look-See these days, 
but strangely enough I see many in your bulletins.What gives? 
Do you want to keep all the glory to yourself?Yep!That's the 
answer.Little Mr.Ego (who invidently doesen't seem to be too 
little recently)steps in and makes you say something like,"Why 
should I let them use my sightings?They were sent to me,for 
me to use.If they care about it,they can copy it when the 
bulletin comes out".That's united UFOlogy? 

Over the last three months the number of sightings in the .. 
Look-See has gone down considerably.This is partially due to 
the decrease in sightings,and to the increase in laziness on 
youe part.You must admit that you think the UUA is good,but 
it carries low-class information,as compaired woth your bell
etin.If your bulletin has so many great articles,why don't 
you give the UUA some? Because,Mr.Ego walks in the door again 
and ruins the whole shebang! 

I admit that I,too,am guilty of not cooperating in full. 
So how about us all throwing Ego out on-his ears,and start UNIT
ING? The UUA will then,and only then,be truly the United UFO
logical Association. 

We all know,I hope,that flying saucers exist.But our members 
must be constantly convinced of it,unless they are the small 
minority that are very active in research,or they will drop 
out (Ed.note-what about the active ones that also drop out?). 
You don't like to lose members do you? The UUA can provide 
you with the information to keep these members "�live",so 
to speak.Let's all pitch in and UNITE!!!! 

��':'�'Your summer editor agrees with Mr.Jenkins 1 OO% I constant
ly see many member-groups use sightings in their bulletins that 
they never send to the UUA.I hope the UUA may adopt a "get
tough policy,to save itself and the UFO research.More about 
this in the future. 
SEND THOSE REPORTS,CLIPPINGS,AND COMMENTS TO: 
Summer Look-See 3403 West 119 St.Cleveland 11,0hio.U.S.A. 


